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INTRODUCTION

The Northern Andean volcanic zone results l'rom the subduction of the Miocene ( 12 - 22 Ma)
Nazca plate beneath the South-America n continental lithosphcrc. The Quaternary Ecuadorian Volcanic
Arc (about 50 edifices) extends l'rom latitude ION to 2°S. The main part of this arc has been develo ped
facing the Carnegie Ridge which represe nts the trace of the Galapagos hotspot across the Nazca Plate.
This ridge has been subducting for 6-8 Ma to a position bcncath the Andes 300-400 km l'rom the trench
(Gutscher et al., accepted). Volcanoes l'rom this arc are distributed following four alignments Iying on the
Western Cordillera, the Interande an Valley, the Eastern Cordiller a and the Back-arc Region (Fig. 1).
Recent regiona l and detaiJed volcanological works carried out by the Geophysical Institute of the National
Polytechnic School at Quito and the IRD show that several large edifices, such as Caya mbe and MojandaFuya Fuya, present d istinct magmatic series, either with classic calc-alkaline characteristics or with a
"adakite-like" feature. The purpose of this paper is to present and discuss these characteristics in order to
constrain and understand the petrogenesis process of the Ecuadorian volcanic rocks .
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GEOLOGICAL SUMMARY OF THE VOLCANOES
The Mojanda-Fuya Fuya volcanic complex is Jocated in the Interandean Valley, 50 km NNE of
Quito. Al'ter Robin et al. (1998) , the complex consists of an eastern edifice, the Mojanda stratovolcano
(MOl) and a more recent edifice, the Fuya Fuya (FF), built over the western flank of this stratovolcano .

Mojanda is formed by lava flows and pyroclastic flow deposits whose composition varies l'rom mafic
andesite to dacite (55-67 %

SiO~ ,

recalcuJated as anhydrous). The volcanic units l'rom Fuya Fuya are basal

andesite lava flows and subsequent dacitic lava flows, domes and related pyroclastic flow deposits
emplaced after a large sector collapse. The whole magmatic FF series is restricted to 61-68%

SiO~ .

The

last domes of this complex are late Pleistocene to Holocene in age.
The Cayambe volcanic complex is located in the Northern Cordillera Real. 30 km E of MojandaFuya Fuya. Il mainly consists of a western lavic edifice, the Old Cayambe (VCAY), consisting of former
basic and ésites 10 younger dacites (56-68 %

SiO~) .

Barberi

et

al. (1988) report an Ki Ar age of 0.25 ± 0.05

Ma for these dacues which end the voJcanic activity of this edifice. The Nevado Cayarnbe (NCAY) is
built upon the eastern rernnants of the Old Cayambe structure, probably al'ter a caldera collapse . Nevado
Cayambe consists of basal andesitic lava flows (58-63 %

SiO~)

overJain by a still active summit dacitic

dome complex (63-68 % Si02) which was the source of severa! recent pyroclastic flows (Samaniego et
al., 1998). LastJy, a smal! parasitic cone, the" Cono de La Virgen .. (CLV) was emplaced on the east
flank of NCAY and emitted Holocene andesitic Java flows (59-60 % SiOJ

MAGMATIC SUITES

As a whole, compared

ta

the Mojanda-Fuya Fuya rocks, the Cayambe volcanics are alkali, LILE,

HFSE and LREE enriched (Fig. 2). Such eastward enrichment is cJassic in the Andean subduction context
and has been already noted for Ecuador (Barberi

et

al ., 1988; Barragan el al .. 1998) .

However, based on major and trace element analyses, two distinct rnagmatic series can he
distinguished in both volcanoes. Whereas the VCAY and MOl voJcanic rocks detïne a classical calealkaline trend, rocks l'rom the young NCAY and FF edifices bclong to magmatic suites with distinct
geochemical characteristics. They are characterised by the Jack of mafic andesites, as weil as a HREE and
Y depletion with related high La/Yb and SrfY ratios (Fig. 2 and 3). In addition, CLV's rocks are high-K
andesites, strongly enriched in LREE, LILE and relatively MgO- and HFSE-rich.
In addition, the whole suites of bath vo1canic complexes show a significant MgO, Ni and Cr
enrichment compared to "normal" andesitic suites. Theil' Sr and Nd isotopie ratios are similar and close to
the MORB values, suggesting no contamination by the highly radiogenic upper continental crust.
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On the other hand, the two series are mincralogically dif ferent:
amphibole is omnipresent, whereas in VCA y and MOl it is

111

10

the NCA y and FF suites.

subord inarc amounts and only in the more

evolved laves (>63 % SiO,).

GEOCHEMICAL MO DEL LING AND DISCUSSION

Modelling based on beth major and trace element behaviour has been perforrned on these suites.
This procedure shows that the Iractional crystallisation ln the upper crust can acco uru for the geoc hermcal
diversity of the volcanics (\ine 1a and 1b, Fig. 3). For boih low- Y (or adakite-like) NCA y and FF series.
the fracu onati on of amphibole, plagioclase, clinopyro xenc and magnetite explain s the whole
compositional variations. In the sarne w ay , the fractionation of plagioclase, ortho- and clino-p yroxene and
magnetite acco urus for some characrer istics of the VCA y and M Ol suites. In addition, geoc hernica l
modelling shows that it is impossible to relate low-Y and classic cale alkaline rocks by fract ional
crystallisation.
In order to understand the HREE and Y depleu on of the subduction-related volcanic rocks, two
models have been proposed: ( 1) partial melting of the basaltic ocea nic crust leaving an eclogiti c residue
(the adakitic model); or (2) assi milation of lower crustal silica-rich melts. In fact, geochemical modelling
shows that partial melting of an enriched MORB source ieaving an eclogitic residue (cpx + gt +/- ho) may
explain low HREE and Y contents (line 2a and 2b, Fig3). On the other hand, the volcanic arc is located
too far l'rom the trench (250-300 km), the slab is apparently too deep under the volcanoes (> 100 km) and
the arc is built over a thick continental crust. This argues against the adakitic model and suggest a
explanaiion by lower crustal assimilation. Thus, the two hypothèses (slab melting or lower crustal
assimilation) are currently debated.
The anornalous high MgO, Ni and Cr concentrations; as weil as the anomalous geochern ical
characteristics of the CLV voleanics (strongly incompatible element s enriched and weakly enriched in
MgO) may be explained by interaction between slab-denv ed silica-rich partial melts and the mantle
wedge. This model for magnesian and ésite generation was proposed by Kay et al. (1993) and
Yogodzinsky el al. ( 1995). The enrichment in transition elements as weil as "magrnatic" metasornatism of
the mantle wedge could result from the mixing between hypothetical slab-derived melts (aprox . 5-15 %
partial melting ) and the depleted mantle wedge (line 4, Fig. 3). Therefore. a different degree of mixing
between a "Iow-Y end-rnernber" and a "rnantellic end-rnernber'' (\ine 5, Fig. 3) could account for the
parental magmas of each ser ies. Such a model has been proposed by Yogodzinski et al. ( 1998) to explain
the genesis of Aleutian high-magnesian andésites.

Whatever the correct hypothesis, the genesis of these magmas implies an anomalous thermal
regime either in the subduction plane or in the rnantle wedge and lower crust. The high density of
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volcanoes in Ecuador, the large width of the volcanic arc ( 120- 150 km) and the interrnediate seismicity
gap (70-220 km) along the Benioff plane that caracterizes the Ecuadorian subduction system (Gutscher et

al., accepted) argue for the presence of an anornalous high therm al regime, and may be due to the
subduction of the Carnegi e Ridge. This ridge is younger and thus hotter than the Nazca lithosphère, and its
subduction could be responsible for additional stress heating in the subduction zone.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of available data. the low-Y and HREE contents of the NCA y and FF suite , show
that there is a intervention of silica-rich basa1tic me1ts via slab partial melting Or infra-crustal assimilation.
On the other hand, the enrichment in MgO, Ni and Cr for ail rocks and the peculiar chemi cal comp ositions
of CLV vofcanics are evidence for a small degree of sIab partial melting and an intense interaction
between slab-derived silica-rich melts and the rnantle wedge. In addition, the slab melting hypothesis is
supported by recent geophysical data corroborating the subduction of a hot and young oc éanie slab.
Detailed petrological studies in those two volcanic complexes arc in progress. in order

10

decide between

the two hypoth èses.
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